
Mindfulness Worksheet
Name:

1. Setting Intentions

Why have you chosen to practice mindfulness meditation? What do you hope to achieve from 
this practice?

Purpose for Starting: 

________________________________________________________________

Goals for the Next Month: 

_______________________________________________________________

Long-Term Goals: 

________________________________________________________________

2. Tracking Practices

Use this section to record your daily meditation sessions.

3. Guided Meditation Steps

Follow this basic mindfulness meditation guide if you're unsure where to start or need a 
refresher.

Find a quiet space. Sit or lie down comfortably.

Close your eyes and take a deep breath in and out.

Bring your attention to your breath. Notice how it feels as it enters and exits your nose or 
mouth.

If your mind wanders, gently bring it back to your breath without judgment.

Date Duration Type of Meditation Notes (Insights, 
Challenges)



Continue to focus on your breath, or you can expand your awareness to sounds, 
sensations, or emotions.

Conclude your session by slowly opening your eyes and taking a moment to observe how 
you feel.

4. Reflections

After each meditation, jot down any sensations, emotions, or thoughts that arose.

Date: ____________________ 

Reflection:

5. Understanding Concepts

Jot down any terms or concepts you come across and their meanings.

6. Challenges & Solutions

Note any challenges you face and potential solutions or strategies to overcome them.

Term/Concept Explanation/Definition

Challenge Potential Solutions



7. Progress Tracking

Document any changes in your mood, stress levels, or other metrics.

Date: ________________

Observations:

Feel free to print this, write on it, or modify it digitally to fit your needs. Consistent reflection 
and tracking can significantly benefit your mindfulness journey!


	Purpose for Starting: To find inner peace and reduce anxiety from work-related stress.
	Goa: Meditate at least 15 minutes daily and attend one group meditation session.
	LongTerm Goa: Achieve greater emotional balance and improve focus at work.
	DateRow1: 09/01
	DurationRow1: 15 mins
	Type of MeditationRow1: Breath Awareness 
	Notes Insights ChallengesRow1: Felt peaceful; mind wandered a few times.
	DateRow2: 09/02
	DurationRow2: 20 mins
	Type of MeditationRow2: Body Scan 
	Notes Insights ChallengesRow2: Noticed tension in my shoulders; felt relaxed afterwards.
	DateRow3: 09/03
	DurationRow3: 10 mins
	Type of MeditationRow3: Loving Kindness
	Notes Insights ChallengesRow3: Struggled a bit with concentration; felt warm emotions.
	Date: 09/03
	undefined: Initially, I struggled to stay focused. But when I concentrated on sending love and warmth to a colleague I had a disagreement with, I felt a weight lifting off. I realized holding onto anger was causing me more harm.
	TermConceptRow1: Anapanasati
	ExplanationDefinitionRow1: Mindfulness of breathing. A form of Buddhist meditation where attention is focused on the breath.
	TermConceptRow2: Metta
	ExplanationDefinitionRow2: Loving-kindness or goodwill. Often practiced as a meditation to develop compassion.
	TermConceptRow3: 
	ExplanationDefinitionRow3: 
	ChallengeRow1: Mind wandering frequently
	Potential SolutionsRow1: Set a gentle alarm to refocus every 5 minutes. Try shorter, more frequent sessions.
	ChallengeRow2: Feeling restless
	Potential SolutionsRow2: Ensure the environment is comfortable. Perhaps try walking meditation.

	ChallengeRow3: 
	Potential SolutionsRow3: 
	Date_2: 09/03
	undefined_2: Today at work, I felt more centered, even during a heated meeting. My reactions felt more measured, and my anxiety seemed diminished.

	Text2: Amarra Lopez


